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Folex at Fespa 2019 focused on its core competence of the development of unique products with 

feature enhancing coating technology. It received a lot of visitor interest and demands for a number 

of its new products. 

SI 484 is a world first development; it’s unusually a PET base film with a fire resistant officially    

certified B1 fire rating. Perfect for the increasingly demanding requests for fire rated materials in 

public locations such as airports, train stations and exhibition halls. The film is 170 mic thick, has a 

satin surface and is suitable for eco solvent, solvent, UV and latex inks. Its grey back offers good 

light blocking features and is ideal for roll up applications. 

SIPW also new to the industry is a product focused on the demands of the environment and offers a 

PVC free option which is again requested more and more by the well-known brand owners. It’s a 

glossy white 60 mic PP base film with an adhesive permanent backside, suitable for latex and         

UV inks.  

What created a lot of attention at the show was the latest version of WOWTack S CL an easy to 

apply, anyone can do it window graphic film. The PET highly transparent 95 mic face film and super 

clear specially adhering layer allows super easy, dry apply application without bubbles. It’s so easy to 

use for window POS and POP applications that it means it no longer needs to be installed by      

professional fitters. Suitable for eco solvent, solvent, latex and UV inks. 

 

ABOUT FOLEX 

The Folex group specialises in the finishing and coating of films and specialities and has production 

companies based in Switzerland (Schwyz) and Germany (Cologne and Erlangen) that offer high-

quality products and tailor made services for a wide variety of markets. Today Folex offers solutions 

for many sectors, from the printing industry or digital and large format printing, the office and home 

sector, all the way to primary products for the electronics industry. 
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